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THE INTERRELATED DEVELOPMENT OF
CAPITALISM AND MATHEMATICS
CHARLES MORAZÉ

It is now sixty years since the Annales school and its two
founders undertook to dispense with the "recul historique", the
necessary time lapse which, by radically separating past from present,
prevented historians from explaining the one in terms of the other. Yet
such efforts to bring history up-to-date, not only on the part of that
particular school, proved insufficient to reinterpret one huge and
decisive phenomenon, that is, the development of the exact and
expérimental sciences which had become the most powerful factor in
the process of industrialisation which opened up the world to conquest
by Europe and other countries in the European mould. Was this a
prerogative of race? Such an idea can no longer be taken seriously.
Marxism itself became bankrupt by claiming that it could explain
everything by natural (and materialist) growth of the forces of
production.
We lack a more comprehensive and, above all, less simplistic
approach given that historical method, which is analytical in its
calling, refuses to rely on any synthesis whose legitimacy is founded on
theory alone. It is, however, still appropriate to pursue our studios in
this direction, as every other route has reached an impasse. We
should not expect this new approach to reveal the secrets of fate. But
even if we shun such excesses, the difficulties to be surmounted are
all the more awesome now that, as Robert Oppenheimer has already
pointed out, the languages of science are diverging increasingly
from natural languages. Our scientific and university institutions
still seem to be a long way from providing, or even welcoming, those
intermediary skills without which these two languages form an
obstacle to all mutual understanding.
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The present account poses several great questions, before putting
forward some initial elements of a reply.

When Marco Polo returned from distant, unknown lands and
described the wonders he had seen there, the Inquisition regarded him
with suspicion and public opinion, taken unaware, held him to be a
liar. Yet Voltaire, in the century of the Enlightenment, could
indulge himself by putting forward India or China as models for his
contemporaries. The most learned men in the Forbidden City had had
to wait for the Jesuits to find out about Euclid and be taught the exact
method of conducting proofs. This delay facilitated the "opening-up of
China" into which bourgeois and imperialist European countries flung
themselves. In the same way, the Islamic world, which preserved and
continued ancient forms of wisdom even after the splendours of
Baghdad were past, despite calculating better than Copernicus, did not
produce a Newton, and it was not precisely because an Allah who
looks favourably on learning was preventing it from doing so.
Was it really necessary for Christianity, paracularly Roman
Christianity, to add faith in the mystery most inaccessible to human
reason, the unity of a threefold God, to prepare the ratiocinatory mind
to believe the truth of operative algorithms which defy common
sense, thanks to which science was to achieve the most spectacular
breakthrough the world had yet known? It has been stated of ten
enough that light would not have burst through without a previous
rejection of dogma; but a more rigorous chronology belies such a claim.
Moreover, such important innovations could not have arisen out of
spontaneous generation: a long period of gestation is necessary.
It is true that a radical change in the way of viewing the world,
in. Weltanschauung, was necessary. But these are external influences on
the inner flow of thought. This whole change occurred at the moment
when capitalist management suddenly became widespread. Here lies
another mystery. Is the capitalist system more scientific than others
among those extolled by the encyclopédistes and in their wake?
The debate between "internai" and "external" concepts of scientific progress has long been raging. According to the former view, the
seeds of any innovatory development are already present in ancient
learning, which it re-evaluates but does not entirely repudiate.
According to the latter view, innovation springs from a changed sociocultural milieu. The debate is futile: one looks in vain in Euclid or
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Newton for something from which pure reason alone would extract
symplectic geometry or the speed of light, which Einstein defines as a
relationship between energy and mass. Yet the most modem geometers
do not contradict Euclid or Newton. Euclid and Newton remain true, but
each in his own place on a given scale of phenomena, a scale which
stretches from great to small as the phenomena apprehended thanks to
more penetrating visions pass from the particular to the general.
In fact, ail rational theories presented themselves as universal
even when, a posteriori , they could be seen to be iimited. Today, the
same holds. The big bang theory argues as though all present-day
theories had already been true since the first micro-second of the
beginning of the world.
Here we have a supposition which science cannot do without: it
is not nature which changes, but only the understanding of it which our
socio-cultural milieu enables us to attain.
Two corollaries ensue. Nature, which does not change at random,
was already represented in the images which the human condition
managed to form long ago when, in the absence of science, men had
recourse to myths. From this fact, what we Gall the turning points in
history, considered in their essentials, occur when a belief which
provides a structure for the emotions crumbles away as it fails to
satisfy them, and then gives birth to a new level of knowledge which,
by opening up a new field for action, wards off the depression which
results from the difficulties of existence and its mystery.
In other words, no new operative knowledge arises out of previous operative knowledge. All new operative knowledge proceeds
from myths which surrounded, gave validity to and protected former
ways of perceiving existence and acting in consequence.
All too often considered shocking, there is nothing trivial about
these proofs. One seemingly commonpiace consequence is that it was
necessary to pass through the supra-rational sacralisation of a God
who is three in one in order to provide Greek science with those
revolutionary extensions which had evaded Chinese, Indian and even
Arab civilizations, even though the oneness of Allah brought him
Gloser to the Creative and conservative being to whom Voltaire's
century seemed to be referring when they credited scientific reason
with being the most reasonable of the reasoning reasons.
It remains for us to ask what the role of capitalism is in this
scheme. Such a fraught question should only be approached with
extreme caution. The most prudent course is to move from present to
past in order to surmount the obstacles in reverse.
This rétroactive method raises the problem of how to choose.

Among so many present-day techno-sciences, which should we use in our
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search for origins? Mathematics occupies a central position, but this is
a technological science only by virtue of its applications, and these
alone would not provide a full enough image of the world we live in
today. As any branch of technology we choose is bound to have calculus
and algebraic algorithms in it somewhere, the commonest kind offers
the advantages of being the least partial, even though this does not
guarantee our study's complete impartiality.
Let us look, then, at electricity, the electricity of our homes and
factories. Electricity powers our motors on land, at sea and in the air;
it transmits sound or image, and runs our computers; and it sends the
signals along our nerves.

II
In the everyday life of our modern world, in certain circumstances dictionaries list as substantives the names of scientists famous
for their experiments or calculations: the volt, the watt, the ampere
and many others demonstrate the need to be able to designate with a
single historically-chosen name entities which it would take an entire
paragraph, or several, to define had we no such means of replacing
complicated phraseology with a personalised definition. The need for
abstraction can be seen fully here: without it, the mind would not be
able to orientate itself in such involved sentences; thanks to it,
everything is worked out in an instant in the least bulky of electronic
machines, in which the information is transmitted at the speed of
light
What could be as material as the machine room in which a
waterfall is turned into electric current, or this current is transformed
into driving power? The lines which cross our landscapes, dotting them
with pylons, carry electricity at a velocity measured in coulombs,
another illustrious name used to convey a practical concept. We can
scarcely imagine what was expended in terms of pure thought to
enable us to light a room, or start up some mechanical device, at the
flick of a switch.
First let us consider an elementary problem: it would not be
sensible for our light bulbs to use a voltage as high as that of a
machine room which saves coulombs by arming itself with protective
measures. Let us also think of the cables which carry the current from
the power station to the places where it is consumed: these cables
weigh less, the higher the tension they bear. The transformers seek to
optimise yield without lessening safety.
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It is enough to have two coils, one inside the other but not in
direct contact, to raise or lower the tension. This is because the
receiving coil produces a magnetic flux which the transmitter
transforms into electric current, on condition, as we ail know, that
these currents are alternating, that is, they oscillate around a mean
which remains constant. This type of current is one of the most
straightforward to produce by means of generators (driven by turbines
in dams or in power stations), which are also known as alternators
because they move a rotor (moving coil) between the two potes of an
electric magnet, the stator (or stationary coil). In short, electricity is
produced, is transported and is used in closed circuits: it cornes from a
moving coil which is not in contact with an electric magnet, and can
move under the same conditions, by inversion of function, a moving
receiver which is also not in contact with its respective electric
magnet.
We cannot place enough stress on this fact that there is no
contact between the two parts. This space gave rise to ail manner of
reflections, even of a metaphysical nature, before advances made in
the theory dealt with the questions raised by this "action at a
remove", a problem to which we shall return below.
In order to emphasise the difficulty, let us look at another case,
that of a closed electric current which produces heat. This form of
production is at its most useful when it raises the temperature of an
appropriately calculated resistance in a radiator. It is no less
important when it makes the filament of a light bulb glow in a
vacuum, a form of lighting which we originally owe to Edison. But
without a proper appreciation of what is called the "Joule effect"
(from the surname of a brewer who invented the way to measure the
transformation of movement into heat), this phenomenon leads to what
is known as a short circuit, potential cause of incidents, accidents or
di sasters.
Having said this, let us now return to the three closed circuits:
alternator-transformer, transformer-transformer, and transformer-motor.
The jump from one type of closed circuit to another is made by means of
magnetism, which is measured in oersteds, gauss or maxwells (once
again, common nouns taken from the personal names of the innovators),
three units which refer to the intensity of the magnetic field, to the
magnetic induction, and to the magnetic flux from which the electric
flux is induced, respectively.
It took electromagnetism around seventy-five years to go from its
beginnings to being celebrated as the "Fairy Electricity" at the World
Fair of 1900. There was certainly a touch of the magie wand in the
way that civilization passed from the horses, watermills and candies
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of the eighteenth century to the hundredfold methods of electrifying
human labour and the comforts and conveniences of everyday life.
A few years later the electron, the most minute sub-atomic particle of
electrical material, was to echo more directly the Latin electrum,
which means amber, the substance carried from the Nordic seas to the
shores of Greece where it became a coveted item of jewellery and also
a curiosity piece, as it was noticed that when it was rubbed, tiny
fragments nearby were mysteriously attracted to it and stuck to its
surface.
For at least twenty centuries, then, in fact, many more, very
little attention had been paid to the exceptional and enigma tic
character of a phenomenon which is one of the most widespread
features of the nature of things, and is even present in the movements
of the muscles controlled by the nerves. Yet in a few decades the same
phenomenon, analysed and mastered, brought about one of the most
important changes in the conditions of our existence, simultaneously
transforming our views on matter itself: matter ceased to be a collection
of things, and is now considered to be a set of forces acting through an
absence of things.
What, then, was the function of socio-cultural factors in
this revolutionary transformation of our way of life and our
Weltanschauungen? Can everything be ascribed purely to the new
wealth which made it possible to install well-equipped laboratories
for the use of "geniuses" whose background was often very humble?
Baghdad (like the cities of China or India) had enjoyed opulence, and
had possessed no fewer gifted minds. History would be unable to
explain such a sharp and revolutionary change, were it not for a fairly
sudden mutation in mentality: the same change which replaced the
eternal cycle of the seasons and of rural labour by the innovatory
rhythm of capitalist enterprise.
Lenin said of his communism that it was Marxist collectivism
plus electricity: this assertion amounts to an admission that Marx,
conditioned by his own era, could not have imagined a conceptual
revolution which would replace a universe of matter by one of forces,
nor certain concrete fields of work by a flood of abstract innovations.
For this reason, his working idea made faster progress once it had
detached itself as far as possible from the concrete conditioning which
had shackled it, especially to the eighteenth century geometry which
sought to measure truth with a ruler and pair of compasses.
These observations open a wide breach in the traditional
methods of historical interpretation. They certainly do so when we
look at Maxwell, the first man to add a deductive measure of flux to
the earlier measures of fields and induction.
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Maxwell was the first scientist to introduce to physics the notion
of the "vector", an idea taken from an algebrist who had wished to
use it for Pure Time (William Rowan Hamilton). To these pure vectors,
separated from the realism of numbers from which they had not
entirely broken free the inventor of quaternions (a real number
followed by four imaginary entities), Maxwell conferred the
legitimacy of operative algorithms, which were all the more effective
in as far as they, if used appropriately, led to experimentally
measurable quantities.
These vectors represent the forces and everything to do with
them in the form of syntagms. We live in a vectorial universe rather
than an electrical one. Vectors are not numbers, and yet they allow
operations which were originally proper to numbers, and extend,
facilitate and generalise their reign. The historian who hopes that
the past will enable him to understand the present better must
therefore ask himself how these vectors appeared in algebra before
invading so many laboratories and sites of application (so-called
R&D). Hamilton was not the only scientist (nor, perhaps, the most
imaginative one) to realise what was happening in what mathematicians call "vectorial space"; but as he chose the name and
discovered the properties of what vectorial spaces treated as elements,
we shall look to him to begin to trace back the "internalist" origins of
this type of algorithm, together with the socio-cultural conditions
which surrounded these origins and allowed hitherto concealed and
unknown possibilities to surge forth.

III
The historian who wants to adhere to concrete facts (sometimes
called "material" facts), would be ill-placed to understand the
discovery of abstract entities. These entities evade all visual
representation, all sensory information, and yet it is these entities
which permitted, or even provoked, the swiftest and most extraordinary of transformations ever to have affected the human condition
and ways of life.
Of the present stock of such entities, three have been mentioned
above: negative quantities, their square roots, and vectors. None of
these has its correlate in the concrete world of things seen and lived.
How can the appearance and use of these immaterial entities be
reconciled with the old adage claiming that nothing can exist in
thought without previously having passed through the senses?
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Let us remember that after a hundred years, psycho-physiology
had to assert that a type of "sixth sense" exists, known as
"synesthesia", which is the general impression which results from a
combination of non-specific inner sensations. But it is still necessary to
qualify the meaning of the word "impression": the unconscious stirs
within us and acts on us without our having the least direct impression
of it. As the elements in play here are not specific, they belong to all
or to any manifestation of the rational and the irrational, of the
profane or the religious.
Mathematical invention (like all theoretical, aesthetic or
ethical invention) springs from unconscious activities: Einstein
confirmed what other geniuses had suggested or affirmed when
thinking back on their experience. They all coincided in speaking of
"sudden illuminations" which revealed the solution to problems which
scrupulously conducted reasoning, in full clarity and with perfect
understanding of its causes, could not have resolved.
So negative numbers made their entry into algebra without our
understanding very well how this occurred. Descartes uses them
unashamedly, even though he still calls them "false numbers"; in this
way, he arrived at their square roots, for some time known as
"imaginary numbers". A further, still more striking example can be
seen in the case of W.R. Hamilton, which is all the more noteworthy
because this mathematician-poet describes in detail, in several of his
countless notes and letters, what happened to him.
In the eighteenth century the discovery was made that
imaginary numbers were generally associated with a real number.
Gauss proposed giving the name of "complex" to numbers formed from
two different entities ("real" and "imaginary"), and he related them
to a plane, called the Gauss plane, defined by a real line (that of
Descartes) and an imaginary line perpendicular to the first. Hamilton
had the idea of gong from the imaginary plane to a volume of the
same kind, and therefore made reference to a real line and two
imaginary lines perpendicular to each other. After many years he
admitted failure: one "triplet" multiplied by another could not give a
further "triplet" as a result. For this reason, his "triplets" shouid not
be treated as numbers. But one day, when he had long since given up
thinking about the problem, it came to him in a flash that the
multiplication of "quadruplets" or "quaternions" is possible, though
under one condition: that Q1 x Q2 is not necessarily the same as Q2 x
Ql! These quaternions therefore associate three imaginary numbers
with one real one: it is as though a fourth dimension had to be added,
mentally, to space. This exhilarating discovery inspired its maker to
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compose a poem on the joining of the One (real time) to the Three of
space.
One inspiration leads to another, and Hamilton gave the name
of "vectors" to the abstract entities which refer to the three
dimensions of a space which is probably envisaged as imaginary.
These vectors, then, which are abstract entities defined in
reality by purely algebraic properties, enable us to pass problem-free
through the metaphysical entanglements brought about by incomprehensible "action at a remove". Thanks to three purely mental
entities, Maxwell was able to establish an equivalence between
electrical and magnetic phenomena by a simple mathematical
equation, even though each element in the equation must take into
account the displacements from the electrical filament and from the
ma gne t.
The word "vector" had already been used in the eighteenth
century to designate the invisible thread joining the earth to the moon
to prevent the latter from spinning out of its orbit like a stone from a
catapult. In its new application, which worked botter because it was
more abstract, the same word symbolised a force, its intensity and
direction. In under one hundred years, reflection had replaced a
concrete image completely lacking in scientific interest by an algorithm
which was unimaginable but more generally applicable.
To the extent that the speed of this conceptual innovation was a
product of the sudden inspiration behind Hamilton's quaternions, the
unconscious activity in question here operated not on the banal data
provided by the senses, but on synaesthetic elements which were less
directly appreciable because they belonged in some ambiguous way to
what we might call a vague frontier zone common to both ethics and
aesthetics.
It is now for the historian to make use of the indications given
by the visible history of algebra — negative numbers, their roots,
vectors — to move upstream in terms of intellectual development, from
the European Belle Epoque of 1900 back to the Reformation of the
sixteenth century, travelling via the revolutionary upheavals of the
years 1840-1850, the liberal outbursts of the years 1780-1790, with the
disastrous wars which came in their wake until 1815, and the process
in which rule by divine right gave way to the Enlightenment.
If we thus divide up four centuries according to five historically
spectacular turning points, we are pointing out five decisive moments in
a changing revolution which, considered retrospectively, leads
from vectors to negative and imaginary quantities, via Hamilton's
quaternions, Gauss's complex numbers, D'Alembert's theorem (the

exponent of an equation indicates the number of its roots) or the work
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of Euler (the logarithms of imaginary numbers can be written on a
spiral which ensures that these roots do not resemble each other,
moving round the trigonometric circle from one to another).
As great political events do not express modifications in thought
as directly as their aesthetic manifestations, however, it might
be better to talk of tracing back developments from symbolism to
humanism, passing through the stage of realism, romanticism, and a
classicism which flowed into rationalism. In France we should
mention, among others, Mallarmé, Flaubert, Chateaubriand, Voltaire
in as far as he brought Racine up to date, and, ultimately, the poets of
La Pléïade. The same could be done for the plastic arts, from the
modernity of impressionism (or rather, of cubism) back to the first
works in perspective, such as those of Jean Fouquet.
During these centuries, Spain seems to be somewhat on the fringe
of advances in algebra, but it does lie in the mainstream of the vital
developments whose immense delta, in which Benito Pérez Galdôs
occupied one of the principal tributaries, originates in the sources fed
by Cervantes (Unamuno was able to speak of Quixotism as a national
religion).
If we are to identify so many interrelationships, we must first
inquire into the nature of the correlations between the rise in the
power of the increasingly operative algorithms, and the contrasting
upheavals in the emotions, the turmoil and sudden jolts they suffered.
Around 1900, the conquering nations of Europe were as yet
unaware of the bloody intensity of the violence which awaited them
in the coming conflicts, which each country was preparing for as best it
could in the hope that the new armaments would reduce the scope and
length of the cataclysm, or even prevent it. These nations had all been
living in the euphoria of feeling that they were destined to dominate
the world, both singly and as a group, ever since the second industrial
revolution, the first to emerge directly from the laboratories, had
dangled before them, in the name of science, the same promises of
social improvements. What we could call vectorial liberalism behaved
and acted as though the nationalisms were not also exalted by the
emotional vectors which would lead them to slaughter each other; the
situation bore a certain resemblance to what would happen, fifty years
later, by chain reaction in the heart of the particle accelerators.
How could the capital which spread so peacefully through
foreign countries, whose wealth it found it easier to take possession of
than to increase, stem from a form of capitalism which was so lacking
in consideration as to autodestruct in the very places where it had
been prospering most for a considerable time? As for the Marxist
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revolution, it was to begin not in the capitalist societies where Marx
had expected it, but beyond their borders.
Today, we know that Marx was wrong. We also know why. Marx
accepted and spread the certainty that stamping out idealism in
favour of materialism meant finishing with vague imaginings which,
by deceiving people and nations, encouraged egoism and ethnocentrism,
the causes of servitude and war. Marx, however, was completely
ignorant of the mathematics of his time, and of what its discoveries
owed to the imagination. The revolution of 1917 propagated, by
violence caused by material circumstances, an error which could not be
taken as the truth except by the peoples most inclined to credulity.
When the Tsarist Empire was turned into the Soviet Empire, a split
was forcibly produced between the common people abruptly converted
to a new faith, and the leaders who placed western science in the
service of their desire to rule. The only end result which could emerge
from this split was the building of an industrial military complex on
top of highly inadequate foundations in the masses, who could do no
more than revert to their traditional forms of belief. The southern
Slavs also returned to their ethnocentrism. The same did not happen in
the West, because in their development these nations had generaliy
managed to balance science with the world of the imagination.
Let us look back to the stages leading from the freedom of
conscience which the Protestants demanded to the right which the
businessmen and states arrogated to themselves to the first fruits of
theories which were considered to be potentially universal, even
though they were not yet so, and not all to the same extent: when we
trace this back, we pass through five phases. In the most recent one,
capital is moved and invested by a scribble to confirm a promise made
by telephone; previously we see moves from the written word to the
cheque, from the cheque to the banknote, from the note to the coin. The
same increase in the trust put in credit can be confirmed in the
operations which take place on the financial markets. In retrospect,
the confidence in credit loses force as the operative abstraction passes
back through the series of innovations. At the origins of this return to
sources we encounter a Jack of trust in fiduciary value and the rejection
of negative amounts by the "arithmeticians" (as they were called
around 1539).
We must remember that the nature of things offers nothing
resembling negative quantities. Instead, new social factors heavily
modified the mentalities first of a small number of initiates, later
extending to everyone, as though a great wave had swept across to the
very limits of a medium which was becoming increasingly elastic. If

we concede that this propagation is that of the capitalist mentality,
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we should first examine what has happened to capital as a countable,
productive, legal and social reality.
To aid us in this, precise and even plentiful documentation exists,
mainly recorded by Werner Sombart. On the one hand, the notion of
the "firm" is a type of abstraction, in that it replaces real people,
who can be punished by means of physical sanctions such as loss of
liberty, by signed commitments. On the other, in the firm's balance
sheet, the object of rigorous legislation and control, the capital is
entered on the passive side; in fact, it is represented as a negative
quantity. To so many firms correspond so many balances and negative
quantities, which represent the firms' debts, debts which tend to
advance geometrically with the increase in the number of businesses.
Moreover, it goes without saying that the greater the profit
obtained in relation to the capital which produces it, the more
shareholders a firm attracts. If the sign (::) signifies "proportional to",
we can say that:
C/S::P/C
In fact, it is clear that the financial market booms when the
businesses quoted on the stock exchange prosper most.
The two considérations which we have just noted enable us to
say that:
-C 2 S x P
Where S and P can be regarded as analogous to two vectors of
capitalist expansion, of which they represent the two basic stimuli of
the prospective imagination: invest more to produce better; produce
better to sell at a profit. Analysts of the financial markets are
agreed that "the stock market anticipates": that is, capitalisations
anticipate in immediate action what the potential shareholders
take for granted in termes of possible or probable expectations. Let us
theorise the proportion established here by reducing C, S and P to the
unit: this simplification suggests a kind of analogy with –1=ixi: an
analogy whose traces we seek in vain in the mathematics of the era.
This type of analogy only bears witness in favour of a certain
socio-cultural milieu disposed to further a new algebraic concept of
time as first reference to powerfully innovatory algorithms.
The Irishman W.R. Hamilton conceived of algebra as the
"Science of Pure Time". He travelled widely from Dublin to the
universities of Great Britain, which once caused him to make fun of a
colleague who admired the railway as "the most beautiful
manifestation of human genius" (for Hamilton, the most beautiful
would be the discovery of the quaternions). This did not prevent him
from experiencing the improvement made by steam ships over sailing
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vessels, or from agreeing that trains were more satisfactory than stage
coaches. He was aware that he owed these improvements to
"companies", societies of shareholders, and he was unconsciously
influenced by capitalism without his having to apply his conscious
reason to this matter.
The learned men who delved most into their minds to find out
how they made their inventions or discoveries tell of "hazy images"
arising in the subconscious mind. William Turner painted a strange
picture which evokes the "ocean of vague things" which Alfred de
Vigny sensed in himself. This picture shows, by means of brushstrokes
which are deliberately diffuse and blurred, "rain, speed, the train".
A barely discernible locomotive crosses a foggy space in which an
indistinct vertical line falis across a scantily sketched perspective.
The work gives the impression of a landscape which has become
enigmatic in the speed of time. Certain poems by Coleridge give the
same impression of being unfinished, even though they could finish at
any moment. Both poet and painter were drawn to the mystery
surrounding the duration of time and the ephemeral nature of things
which time evokes in every sense. Both men foreshadow and model
what was to happen with quaternions: a timeless and infinite series of
numbers on which there meet the three imaginary dimensions where
pulses are converted into impulses or "vectors".

IV
Before outlining the last problem in our discussion, let us verify
that it is indeed the last within the chronological limits we set
ourselves.
We do not need to inquire into the historical origins of the
expansion of the capitalist system in our societies and their cultures.
These origins are well known, as we are acquainted with the immense
wealth which suddenly fell into the hands of the Europe of the large
maritime companies and the great discoveries, the Europe, that is, of
Christopher Columbus.
This is all clear enough when we look at the internai
development of mathematics: the mathematics of the fifteenth century
cornes from the Greeks by the mediation of the Arab cultures.
From the moment at which the socio-cultural environment acts on
developments within mathematics, however, we still have to see
what the immediate antecedents of our modern algebras owe to
Christian dogma.
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All kinds of spiritual tradition and many mythologies speak of
a son born mysteriously of a divine father. Many holy trinities also
exist. But there is only one religion in which the dogma of the Holy
Trinity was worked out in so many philosophically argued debates,
before it gave rise to the theological disputes which would end in
schism between Roman and Byzantine Christianity.
One of the main subjects of these investigations, confrontations,
conciliations and quarrels concerns the Holy Spirit, a Holy Entity
which is unique in kind, with respect to His relationships with the
other two Persons: does the Holy Spirit proceed from the Father and
the Son, or only from the Father? This is a God who precedes the
beginning of time and is still present after its end, a God whose doubly
infinite temporality is made manifest by the grace of a Creation, a
Redemption and a Presence which is hidden but promised in perpetuity
on earth, in this world below.
Is it not as though this dogma seems to have been conceived to
prefigure mystically what could be called a hypercomplex number: the
double infinity of real quantities, in which three vectors join (botter
than just one or two "imaginary numbers", like the discovery made by
Gauss and that sought by Hamilton)?
At this point, as far as the historian is concerned, this comparison is no more than a pure hypothesis. The necessary verification can
only be obtained through the scholarly task of establishing texts
and documentation. There is, however, no shortage of testimonies over
the centuries, particularly from the period when the monastery
laboratories, especially those of the Franciscan order, were trying to
distil the "essences" or "spirits" which would provide evidence of the
Holy Spirit's presence on earth.
This story lies outside the scope of our present purpose. We must
limit ourselves to what in the sixteenth century was common
knowledge among lay initiates: figures or commentaries which would
be unintelligible were they not related to a model consisting of four
points of reference. These entities are represented by three Principles:
the Masculine (or brimstone), the Feminine (or quicksilver) and the
Child (spiritualised elixir, or "sait of the earth"). To these principles
was added an entity known as Dragon, for want of the names agreed on
just before 1800 and later enriched. Unless eliminated, Dragon opposed
the procreation of substances (or "bodies") purified from gangues which
had died as a result of the ageing of Creation.
To finish, we should mention that from these esoteric expressions
Galileo borrowed the notion of "force", Newton that of "attraction", or
action at a distance, and Goethe the "elective affinities", as well as
the supernatural episodes in Faust.
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Modern man, who has sometimes been called "Faustian", and his
universe of forces calculated by vectors, came into being in the
sixteenth century, but his conception can be traced back to the Council
of Vienna (1311), where debates took place on bare property and
usufruct, and the possibility of promoting individual and social
"humanity" by means of new branches of science which called on the
Spirit to contradict Aristotle's logic and Empedocles' physics.
Aristotelianism held it to be impossible for degrees to exist between
"contradictory" entities, such as hot and cold: it thus denied the
existence of degrees of temperature, and consequently the graduations
on the Cartesian axis of numbers. Empedocles had taken fire to be an
"element", as were, in his view, air, earth and water. This approach
prevented combustion from being seen as an effect of dynamic
properties, and ruled out a view of the nature of things as a set of
forces.
The historian can thus no longer say that laboratories are a
product of the modern age, as their experiments in fact go back over a
thousand years. Historians should rather demonstrate how the sociocultural effects of the development of companies made it possible for
thinkers whose notions were vague, but adjusted to the doctrine of the
trinity, to emerge unconsciously, and for conscious thought to bring out
of these notions, still charged with emotion, concepts which were the
more useful the more abstract they were.
History does not explain what exists, nor does science. But
integrating the history of operational abstractions in the socio-cultural
history of the passions and feelings may contribute towards a better
understanding of the world as it is, and clearer discernment of the
obligations which this situation imposes on those privileged in
thought.
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